Open Knowledge Framework

for the Learning Space
Wiki

SNS

Wiki is intend to use for an
accumulation and a share of explicit
knowledge. In the communities,
tacit knowledge is stored. Wiki is a
tool to convert from tacit knowledge
to explicit knowledge.

SNS is used for daily
communications over each college.
More than 300 communities are
open and almost 200 articles are
posted a day. SNS is the center
system of communication in FLECCS.

Papers

ML

Paper is the best example of explicit
knowledge. Some members in FLECCS published 12 papers in
domestic conferences and 4 papers in
international conferences.

ML is built for the Mahara user
community in which Mahara
users in JAPAN are organized.
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Symposium titles
・Social Learning
・FD for mutual benefit
・Local communities and colleges
・Information literacy
・ePortfolio
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Seminar titles (selected)
・How to use the LMS
・How to use the VODs
・Students support
・English education
・Information literacy
・Text mining
・Communities on SNS
・How to use the ePortfoilo
・Local learning communities
・Meaning of higher education
・and more ・・・・
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Read,View

Recording

Monthly Seminars
Intercollegiate seminars are organized
every month, and advanced topics
regarding education, technology and
other professional fields are discussed
actively.

Semianual Symposiums
Symposiums are held twice a year,
and experts on a topic in JAPAN are
gathered and discussed actively.

Camp for discussion
A two-days Camp is held a year to
discuss a special theme intensively.
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Paper titles (selected)
・Construction of Web Service
Authentication for F-LECCS.
・The aim and outline of FLECCS
・Complex Network Analysis
for the time development
of friend-relationships on SNS
・Informal Learning in the
Community : Using SNS and
e-Portfolio in F-LECCS.
・Design and Practice of
Learning Communities on an
Intercollegiate Project.
・An intercollegiate ICT
platform to build learning
communities.
・Practice of education with
open source ePortfoilo in an
Intercollegiate project.

LMS as the entrance
of VODs and Slides
The courses on LMS are used for
the entrance to access VODs and
slides of the seminars and the
symposiums.

VOD Server
Mediasite recorder and server
are used for live streaming
and VODs of the seminars
and the symposiums.

